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Abstract: We discuss a deep network for temporal compressed imaging. The data col-
lected by an experimental platform are used for training andtesting. Spatial variant point
spread functions are calibrated for reconstruction. © 2020The Author(s)

1. Introduction

Because of the continuity among multiple frames of an movingobject, Temporal Compressed Imaging(TCI) [1]
can collect one frame of modulated and temporal compressed data to reconstruct the original multiple frames.
Using the TCI idea, an imaging system can save storage space and reduce bandwidth requirement. In practice, a
low frame rate camera can be used to obtain high frame rate images. Thus the time resolution of the camera is
improved. In TCI, most traditional reconstruction algorithms define an optimization problem, and then solve it
using iterative methods. However, iterative algorithms take longer time to converge. To deal with this issue, in this
paper, a deep learning algorithm is used for TCI. An experimental platform is set up for the network training and
testing. High frame rate images are reconstructed from the platform measurements.

2. Temporal compressed imaging (TCI)

In TCI, multiple high speed frames are modulated by templates and integrated as one frame data by a detector array.
In this work, we use a DMD as the temporal modulation device. The data collection process can be formulated as

Y=∑
i

Mi •Xi. (1)

In Eq.1, i= 1,2...N, indicates theith frame or template.Xi andY arem×n matrixes, which represent theith object
frame and the measured data frame, respectively. The operator • represents the dot production of two matrixes.

To reconstructXi fromY , we use a deep learning algorithm. The deep network as shown in Fig.1 is inspired by
ReconNet [2]. Two fully connected layers and three convolutional layers are used in this network. The compressed
measurement frame is divided into 11×11 blocks. Each block is processed separately. A measurement block is
expanded to 33×33 through a fully connected layer. Then the feature map is sent into three convolutional layers.
Finally, the output of the last convolutional layer goes through a fully connected layer to generate a 11×11×9
object block as the final output of the network.

Fig. 1. The network structure.

In TCI or all compressive imaging systems, system calibration [3] is an important factor to effect system re-
construction performance. In this work, we measured systemspatial variant point spread functions (PSFs) to
preprocess the detector array raw measurements. The methodis operated as following. First, we use a piece of
white paper as an object. Then 200 frames of random binary templatesMrand are loaded on the DMD. A camera
is used to capture the 200 imagesYspread, which are corrupted by system spatial variant PSFs. The mathematical
formulation is as the following,

Y i
spread = H ⊗Mi

rand, i = 1,2, · · · ,200, (2)

where the operator⊗ represents the convolution operation. Because the PSF is different at different positions, we
search it at each position independently. Instead of solving the above equation to get matrixH, we use the least
squares method to find a matrixHinv, which makesHinvY i

spread = Mi
rand . We assume each PSF is only spread out in

a 9×9 pixel area. Then the method to calculate the PSF at each position is

hinv(p,q) = ϕrY
T
r (YrY

T
r )−1

, (3)
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wherehinv(p,q) ∈ R1×81 represents the inverse operation of the PSF at the coordinate (p, q).ϕr ∈ R1×81 represents
the values at (p, q) in the 200-frame random template, or the ideal original object pixel values.Yr ∈ R81×200

represents the 200-frame PSF corrupted measurements in the9×9 area centered at (p, q). Each column ofYr is
for one frame. Using Eq.3, we obtain ahinv for each position (p,q). Then we set it as one row of a matrixH. Using
this matrix, then we can process system raw measurements, and obtain the original clear measurements. Fig.2
(a), (b), and (c) present our experimental setup, a part of a system raw measurement frame, and the preprocessed
result using PSF calibration, respectively. It is clear that, with this PSF preprocess, system measurements can be
represent by Eq.1 more accurately.

3. Experimental platform and results

The experimental platform used in this paper is shown in Fig.2(a). In this system, the system temporal compressive
ratio is 9. Thus, one low frame rate measurement is used to reconstruct 9 high frame rate images. Fig.2(d)
presents the low-speed modulated measurement frame. It hassevere motion blur. As discussed before, the low-
speed modulated measurements obtained by a camera cannot bedirectly used by the network, due to the optical
system PSF. We preprocess system measurements using the method discussed in last section. The recovered clear
measurement frame is shown in Fig.2(e). Then the processed data are send into the network for training. In the test
part, system measurement frame is also preprocessed, and then sent to the network. The reconstructed multi-frame
high-speed frames are shown in Fig.3.
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Fig. 2. (a) The experimental setup, (b) an enlarged raw imageof a random pattern, (c) the enlarged
preprocessed image of a random pattern, (d) a raw measurement frame in TCI, (e) the preprocessed
measurement frame.

Fig. 3. The 9 reconstructed high speed frame

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a deep learning network for temporal compressed imaging is studied with an experimental setup.
System PSF is calibrated to preprocess measured data for network training and testing. A temporal compressive
ratio of 9:1 is achieved using the network with the experimental platform.
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